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ABOUT
PETCO
PETCO South Africa (the PET Recycling
Company NPC) is the national polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) extended producer
responsibility body. Incorporated in 2004,
it is a voluntary, industry-driven and financed
environmental solution for post-consumer
PET plastic.
Although not directly involved in the collection or
recycling of waste PET, PETCO acts as a Producer
Responsibility Organisation (PRO) that uses its revenue
to drive recycling activities, support collectors, guide
product design, and build the required local recycling
infrastructure necessary to keep the PET value chain
moving in an efficient yet still affordable manner, on
behalf of its members.
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By imposing accountability over the entire life cycle
of PET products and packaging, companies that
manufacture, import or sell them are financially and
physically responsible for such products after their
useful life.
The organisation raises the EPR fee directly from its
members, who include brand owners, resin producers,
converters and bottlers. This amount is applied to
raw material and pre-form purchases, both locally
produced and imported. Companies that purchase
PET resin (virgin and recycled) or preforms/sheeting
pay the fee on a rand per tonne basis.
A Board of Directors representing the full industry
value chain governs PETCO.
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YOU SEE
USED BOTTLES.
COLLECTORS
SEE VALUE.
Plastic bottles are not trash.
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For millions of people across the globe, 2020 was the year the world stood still.
The Covid-19 pandemic saw hard lockdowns in many countries and severe travel restrictions
imposed, as governments battled to contain the spread of the coronavirus.

Life as we knew it came to a standstill. Offices were
vacated in favour of working from home. The social
gatherings that define the South African way of life
were abandoned to protect the ones we love.
And with drastic lifestyle changes, consumer behaviour
patterns changed too. While demand for some
products plummeted, others – like personal protective
equipment – soared.

2020 is the 16th year
that the PET Recycling
Company NPC (trading
as PETCO) has issued
this review, providing
a detailed overview of
the recycling of
polyethylene
terephthalate (PET)
bottles in South Africa
and a summary of the
recycling of PET
thermoforms.

LOOKING
AHEAD

This wreaked havoc on the delicate balance of the
global supply chain. Merchant ships temporarily taken
out of service were put back onto routes, but travel
restrictions and congestion at ports saw delays and
struggles to source, offload and refill shipping containers.
Consequently, manufacturers worldwide reported raw
material shortages that affected production. This global
disruption and the ensuing economic slowdown had
a direct and lasting impact on the manufacturing sector,
with supply chains still affected one year on.
The South African PET sector was not immune to these
impacts, with Safripol's PET plant in Durban forced to
suspend production after two of its major raw material
suppliers in the East declared force majeure.
With customer support however, the plant was able
to resume operations with minimal market impact.
In addition to supply challenges, PETCO's recycling
value chain was also affected by the hard lockdown
declared on March 26, with five of our six recyclers
and our network of informal collectors and buy-back
centres not permitted to operate for 35 days. The
temporary bans on the sale of alcohol resulted in
reduced consumption of mixers, which are packaged
in PET plastic bottles and other materials, such as
aluminium cans. Taking these out of the market, the

THE YEAR IN REVIEW

immediate impact was felt by buy-back centres, but
the entire recycling value chain, and the system as a
whole, took strain.
For these and other reasons, which will be unpacked
in this review, we regrettably missed our targeted
recycling rate for a second year in a row.
Aside from the ebb and flow of the pandemic waves
around the planet, another scenario closer to home
has contributed to the state of flux.
That is the consultation process around the Section 18
amendment to the Waste Act, which is set to move
the country from voluntary to mandatory Extended
Producer Responsibility (EPR) for post-consumer paper,
packaging, and some single-use products.
The new EPR regulations will be a real game changer.
As PETCO, we are not afraid of change. Since our
inception in 2004, we have forged our own path and
worked continuously to develop an effective voluntary
model that benefits all participants.
If 2020 has taught us anything, it is that it is entirely
possible for the whole world to re-imagine our ways
of working and thinking.
To survive this perfect storm, businesses will need to
be adaptable to change, demonstrate forward-thinking
abilities, and be innovative and resourceful in the face
of operational challenges.
We will continue to use our hard-won experience
and knowledge to plan and engage with all
stakeholders as we chart the way forward into the
next unknown.
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PET use in South African packaging,
by sector, in 2020

7 % 70%
In setting our 2020 recycling target
of 105 329 tonnes, we factored in three
critical inputs:

%
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In 2020, Covid-19 caused unprecedented
disruptions on a global scale. No country or industry
was unaffected, the South African PET recycling
sector included.
Our resilience was tested and proven. Our members
showed their grit and humanity. And our recycling
value chain has maintained its momentum.
For only the second time in PETCO's history,
we did not meet our recycling target for the
year. As disappointing as this is, there is still
much to be positive about as we prepare for
the paradigm shift to mandatory Extended
Producer Responsibility.

The first two factors take history and economic
conditions into account, while the third is informed
by our long-term strategic goals.

11 %

1 The size of the PET market;
2 The share of beverages within that market; and
3 PETCO's targeted recycling rates.

The seismic shift caused by the global pandemic
compounded the general uncertainty and unpredictability
that has characterised the PET market since the supply
interruption of 2017. As a result, both the size of the
market and the share of beverages deviated significantly
from our assumptions.
Early in 2020, we thought the waves would settle and
initially anticipated that the market size would maintain
a steady momentum of 215 000 tonnes as in 2019.
We had to revise this when Covid-19 struck, but, in
the end, the mix of packs shifted significantly, with
more at-home and less on-the-go consumption, which
resulted in more PET tonnage placed on the market
than we were expecting. The final result was relatively
close to the original estimate, with the PET market
contracting by just 1% to 212 614 tonnes. Given the
broader impact of Covid-19 on the general economy,
this came as a surprise.

EDIBLE OIL (Est.)

THERMOFORM (Est.)

HOME & PERSONAL CARE

BEVERAGE BOTTLE
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The share of PET packaging used for beverages also
appears to have contracted slightly and, based on
feedback from our members, now represents
approximately 70% of total PET packaging. This is a
decline from previous estimates of 71% in 2019 (and
a slight increase on the 68% of previous years).
Together with the reduction in market size, this
suggests that consumption of PET by the beverage
industry was largely in line with our initial expectations
at 148 769 tonnes.
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LOCKDOWN
LOSSES
Although it is unsurprising that Covid-19 had a significant
impact on our value chain, it nevertheless warrants a
deeper look. In 2019, we reported that the main reason
for not meeting our target was recycling capacity
constraints following the closure of Mpact Polymers
(PET food-grade plant). In 2020, by contrast, the
significant drop in collection can be attributed to the
national lockdown that was in effect in April and May
as part of the government's Covid-19 regulations.

The uncertainty and
variability in the market
were mirrored in the
collection results.

This reduction in the recycling rate did not catch us
off guard. At the start of the pandemic, we reviewed
the numbers and factored in the anticipated decrease
in collections. What we got wrong, however, was
overestimating the market contraction.

Unfortunately, although we exceeded our Covidadjusted collection target, for the second consecutive
year in PETCO's history, we not only fell short in
percentage terms but also saw a contraction in the
tonnes of bottles collected for recycling from 95 879
in 2019 to 82 469 tonnes in 2020. Even though the
drop in tonnage was expected and understandable
in the context of Covid-19, ultimately the drop in
percentage terms, from 62% to 55% of beverage
bottles, was disappointing.

With events cancelled and dining out restricted, there
was an immediate shift in consumption patterns from
small, single-serve packs for on-the-go consumption
to big packs for at-home consumption (the latter also
declined in urban areas). Previously, at large events,
the post-consumer small packs had been effectively
collected by collectors, but the lockdown saw
consumption diverge from collection. It will take some
time to undo and adapt to the impact of these changes.

2019 Collection (95 879 Tonnes) vs 2020 Collection (82 469 Tonnes)

While the lack of collection was a major constraint, the
effects of regulations intended to curb the spread of the
coronavirus were beyond the PET recycling industry's
control. Once the restrictions were lifted, the PETCO
team and PETCO Board put various measures into effect
in an effort to stimulate collection. These included offering
a higher recycling support fee to both our recycling
partners and network of collectors to unlock collections.
By August, it was clear that the market had not contracted
as much as we had expected, but we were unable to get
back to the adjusted 59% targeted collection rate, largely
owing to the change in consumption patterns and the
break in the collection chain.

Collection KPI

TONNES

2020
Pre-Covid Target

2020
Post-Covid Target

2020
Actual

Market size

215 000

177 877

212 614

Beverage Bottles %

72%

72%

70%

Beverage Bottles (tonnes)

154 800

128 071

148 769

Collected for Recycling

105 329

76 103

82 469

% Collection (Bev.)

68%

59%

55%

30 000
25 000

During the Level 5 hard lockdown, only one of PETCO's
six recycling partners was deemed an essential service
and permitted to continue with production. Even so,
Extrupet could only produce feedstock from bottles
collected before lockdown. No collections took place
during this period and informal collectors of postconsumer recyclables (PCR) were also not allowed to
operate. Almost a third of what should have been
collected under normal circumstances was lost, and
much of these volumes could not be recovered when
the lockdown restrictions were eased.

20 000
15 000
10 000
5 000
0
Q1
2019

Q2

Q3

Q4

2020
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In 2020, the primary challenge was navigating the
shifting operational sands caused by the global
pandemic and achieving a delicate working balance
between capacity, collection, and the end-use market.
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Reconciliation of local and imported post-consumer
beverage PET bottles, and refillable bottles (refPET).

90 000

However, we did overcome very difficult circumstances
to help fast-track the expansion of Extrupet's bottleto-bottle capacity and to assist with rPET availability
in the face of supply bottlenecks and market needs.
The resilience of the rPET market in the face of the
crisis reinforced the benefit of a circular economy and
highlights the importance of rPET as part of our enduse market mix.

79 078

3 691

500

43

-3 817

2 974

82 469

Audited
Collection

Non-PETCO
Member

RefPET
Recycling*

Bottle
Exports
(SARS)

Bottle
Imports
(SARS)

PETCO
Partner
Imports

Net Collection
for Recycling

80 000

70 000

60 000

The current challenge for PETCO is collection. As a
consequence, our present and future strategy involves
a focus on supporting buy-back centres and separationat-source programmes, and expanding collection
networks into untapped rural areas.

50 000

40 000

Last year, without Mpact Polymers, local collection
rates had been negatively impacted by the import of
baled bottles from collection initiatives in neighbouring
states. In 2020 however, just over 3 800 tonnes were
recorded by SARS, which is a significant reduction on
the 2019 total of 8 300 tonnes, largely owing to PETCO's
management of import applications.

30 000

20 000

10 000

In the past, most of this imported material was not
collected for recycling or, in some cases, was collected
and shipped to destinations like India or China. In
2018/19, both markets closed their borders to waste
plastic, changing global trade and affecting material
movement globally.

Review of PETCO Activities 2020
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PET COLLECTION
RECONCILIATION

For PETCO, this has been an on-going juggling act,
requiring constant monitoring and adaptation, and
reacting to the changing dynamics.

Before 2018, South Africa had been a net exporter of
baled bottles and semi-processed flake, but – as the
closest recycling hub for neighbouring countries – this
situation has now changed.

DEVELOPING
END-USE MARKETS

0

*

Refillable PET bottles
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The challenge for PETCO is that, although it would
seem to make sense to follow the example of China
and India, the reality is that our broader PET industry
exports resin, preforms and other packaging as well
as finished goods to these markets. From an
expanded Extended Producer Responsibility
standpoint, South African PET value chain players
feel obliged to assist with post-consumer PET
recycling. Moreover, these markets are too small to
run sustainable PET recycling initiatives at scale,
making South Africa the nearest accessible market
for exporting plastic bottles for recycling.
Through Plastics|SA, PETCO is generally consulted for
recommendation before permits for waste imports are
approved. In 2019, the closure of Mpact Polymers and
the sudden increase in imported volumes, which
competed with local bottles for recycling capacity, saw
PETCO withdraw support for new import permits.
In 2020, however, through expansion in both bottle
washing and processing capacity at three of our largest
recyclers, and a reduction in bottle collection because
of Covid-19, many of our recycling partners now reported
more capacity than feedstock. Although PETCO
continues to review all applications for post-consumer
PET imports closely, we believe that imports can now
increase without affecting local collection negatively.

Review of PETCO Activities 2020
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PETCO has established a protocol for assessing import applications
that both protects local bottle collection and supports markets that are
essentially part of our PET recycling efforts. Many of our PETCO members
(resin producers, converters, brand owners, and retailers) export PET
in one form or another to neighbouring states, and our largest recyclers
import and process PET waste from there.

CONTROLS INCLUDE:
1 Only granting permits
to recyclers
(i.e. no trading in waste).
2 Importers must demonstrate
available recycling capacity
above local requirements.
3 Permits will be country specific
and will not exceed PET exports
to that country.
4 In the longer term, imports
should be limited to hot washed
flake, and not dirty bales.

THE YEAR IN REVIEW
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NOTABLE
SUCCESSES

RANDS
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FEB ‘21

JAN ‘21

5
0

Extrupet exceeded 15 000 tonnes in rPET food-grade
resin sales for the first time. Since its introduction in
2012, demand for rPET has grown relatively slowly, with
many seeing rPET as a cheaper alternative to virgin
resin. However, many factors including the Covid-19
pandemic, brand owner commitments and societal
pressure, has seen rPET pivot from being valued at a
discount to a premium.

Additionally, we support two rPET strapping plants,
which provide an essential end-use for coloured PET
bottles. Unfortunately, South Africa still imports much
of the strapping used locally and we would encourage
our members to support homegrown circular initiatives.
Our recyclers are constantly looking for new applications
for recycled PET that either diversify their market or
increase demand.

JUNE ‘19

As PETCO, we continue to believe that growth in recycled
PET (rPET) production and consumption is ultimately
key to ensuring the sustainability of both the PET and
recycling industry. Encouragingly, we are seeing more
brands committing to using rPET because of its ‘green’
credentials and contribution to the circular economy.

PETCO continues to support a range of end-use products.
In 2020, most of the bottles collected went into the
production of polyester staple fibre, which is used locally
by the textile and clothing industry and is exported.
However, in future, we believe bottle-to-bottle rPET will
consume the majority of bottles we collect.

GLOBAL PRICING FOR BOTTLE-GRADE PET RESIN

OCT ‘19

The new Starlinger line arrived in March but lockdown
delayed installation and commissioning until December.
Although the pandemic has placed pressure on the
supply of raw materials, owing to slowed economic
activity, Extrupet was prepared for these feedstock
challenges and was in a position to keep all three of its
food-grade lines running.

MAR ‘19

Despite PETCO's efforts to co-operate with business
rescue practitioners who were looking to restart the
Mpact Polymers plant, this process has not yielded
favourable results. Fortunately, in 2020, Extrupet
completed the expansion of its food-grade plant, which
will increase its current bottle-to-bottle recycling capacity
to just under 3 000 tonnes per month, or over 30 000
tonnes per annum.

FEB ‘19

We focused on assisting with the fasttracking of the additional bottle-tobottle rPET capacity to meet our
members' requirements.

The Covid-19 crisis has also highlighted the disconnect
between the cost of producing rPET and virgin PET.
Although this has long been the case, their pricing
has generally been linked. With the collapse in oil
prices and commodities in 2020 it was simply no
longer possible. This brings a much-needed change
in mindset – that virgin material and rPET are not
linked and are not interchangeable. Therefore, going
forward, brand owners and other players should start
looking at rPET as a distinct commodity with its own
drivers and pricing. The rationale for using rPET has
also changed. The usage of rPET is no longer linked
to cost saving but to the social licence to operate.
If you wish to continue to sell products in single-use
PET, they must incorporate rPET.

JULY ‘18

As detailed above, 2020 was a mixed
bag of disappointments and successes,
with many positive developments
counterbalancing the negatives.

0

Chinese Weekly Index (USD)
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DESIGN FOR
RECYCLABILITY
We are particularly proud to see many improvements
in PETCO members' bottle designs in line with our
Design for Recyclability Guidelines.
These are some innovative examples:
• Happy Culture, the Cape Town-based health drink
brand, took its first steps towards sustainability
by changing its labels from metallic paper to
non-metallic film.
• Coca-Cola's Powerade bottle took a step in the right
direction, moving from a full-shrink sleeve label to
a part-shrink sleeve with a perforation for easy removal.
Coca-Cola also introduced a tear-away strip on the
Glaceau and Fuze iced tea shrink labels.
• Diageo successfully piloted changes to its bottle
design. Previously, the metal ring on the screw-on
cap closure remained on the bottle once opened,
hindering the recyclability of the bottle. The new
design sees the metal ring remaining on the closure,
allowing the bottle to be recycled easily. Moving to
water-soluble glue will also allow labels to be
removed easily, thus ensuring recycling compatibility.
• The Sprite bottle by Coca-Cola has changed colour.
Although the green PET plastic bottle was recyclable,
this end-use market was limited. Sprite's new clear
bottle allows for greater recyclability and increases
its value to waste collectors and recyclers.
• Coca-Cola Beverages South Africa (CCBSA) entered
the reuse segment of the PET market by rolling out
two-litre refillable bottles. Once this bottle is returned
to CCBSA, it goes on a looped journey to be cleaned
as per Coca-Cola's stringent requirements and is
then refilled to start its next life cycle. When the
bottle reaches the end of its useable life cycle, it joins
the recycling value chain and is repurposed into
another PET bottle.
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COLLECTION BY END-USE
82 469 TONNES
Post-consumer beverage PET bottles collected
for recycling, by end-use, in 2020.

FIBRE (incl. Chip Exports)

FOOD GRADE

OTHER (incl.RefPET)

51 159 tonnes

23 436 tonnes

4 191 tonnes

61% 28% 5%
3% 2% 1%
GEOTEXTILES

STRAPPING & PALLETS

NET BOTTLE IMPORTS/EXPORTS

2 537 tonnes

1 946 tonnes

-800 tonnes

*

Other (Incl. Material Produced from RefPET, Net Bottle Imports/Exports
& Tonnes collected from Non-PETCO Members)
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STRONGER
TOGETHER

The word ‘unprecedented’
may have been overused
in 2020 but it certainly
captures the magnitude
of the pandemic as a
black swan event.
Feedstock challenges, the disruptions to
global supply chains and significant
increases in the costs of exporting fibre as
a result of soaring container and shipping
costs have added to the difficulties.
Overall, the PET recycling industry has been through
an exceptionally tough time and members have faced
extreme hardship. Despite this, everyone, from small
to big players, has dug deep and shown their
commitment in continuing to support PETCO and
others throughout the value chain.
The national lockdown had a particularly negative
impact on the informal sector, who are the most
vulnerable participants in the PET recycling value chain.
Informal waste collectors have one of the toughest
jobs in the circular economy, and one of the most
vital, contributing the bulk of collections on the ground.
Many were left destitute when they were not able to
work, and buy-back centres were temporarily closed
during the Level 5 lockdown.

PETCO was therefore pleased to join our recycling
partners and other producer responsibility
organisations in a Packaging SA-led initiative to provide
support in the form of much-needed food vouchers
to almost 4 000 collectors and their families
countrywide. Our recycling partners also used their
resources to provide warm blankets, sanitisers and
personal protective equipment.
In 2020, Coca-Cola approved a R3-million grant and
partnered with PETCO to support our national network

of over 100 buy-back centres. The cash flow injection,
which was deployed into 2021, ensured that they could
open their doors when the economy reopened.
Working together, we have created a supportive
environment, with a national reach, that allows
everyone from recyclers to collectors to recover
financially and move forward. PETCO's finances are
healthy, and efficient stewardship has allowed us to
channel the support where it is needed most
and in the collective interests of all members.

PET RECYCLING WATERFALL

250 000
212 614
200 000

148 769

150 000
-63 845

100 000
82 469
-66 300
53 361
50 000

- 29 108

0
SA PET
Packaging
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HIGHS AND
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MOVING
FORWARD

Covid-19's impact has been wide-ranging and unexpected,
reminding us of our humanity and vulnerabilities and
of larger forces that are beyond our control.

The pandemic has, however, not been the only external
factor influencing our internal organisational dynamic. It
would be remiss of us not to acknowledge the massive
change in our regulatory environment, as the new Extended
Producer Responsibility regulations come into effect.

The loss of collections and production time, as well as
the changes in consumption patterns as a result of the
ban on alcohol sales, had an irredeemable impact on
the targeted recycling rate for 2020. But we have
sustained what we could and kept the value chain
moving as we prepare for recovery.
Covid-19 has not only affected PETCO's operations at a
macro level but has also touched us on a personal level.

Tshidi Ramogase, CHAIRPERSON PETCO

LOOKING
AHEAD

In December 2020, we were shocked and deeply
saddened by the passing of Vivian Subramoney, who
succumbed to Covid-19-related complications. Vivian
had been associated with PETCO since 2015 in his
capacity as the CEO of Da Run Fa Chemical Fibre. He
not only contributed to PETCO as a recycling partner
but also joined the PETCO Board in his last year of life.
Vivian will be missed dearly for his contribution to
PETCO, his rare sense of humour, and his big heart,
evidenced through his missionary work throughout
Africa. Vivian’s untimely demise is an irreparable loss
to all of us, his family, and the broader community whose
hearts he touched. We offer our sincere condolences
and solidarity to Vivian's wife and children.
We also want to welcome the new CEO of Da Run Fa,
Chris Tennant, to the PETCO family and wish him well
in his new role as he takes over from Vivian.
Finally, our condolences go to the colleagues and family
of Extrupet founder Laju Chanrai. Laju had been the
Group chairperson since its inception in 2000, and it
was under his guidance that Extrupet saw and unlocked
the potential for recycling in South Africa. His singular
vision, confidence and commitment in partnering with
PETCO really got the business of PET recycling off the
ground and contributed greatly to its successes to date.

The consultation process on the draft regulations began
early in 2020 and we have been engaging actively with
Minister Barbara Creecy and the Department of
Environment, Forestry and Fisheries ever since. (At the
time of writing, the department had been renamed the
Department of Forestry, Fisheries and the Environment.)
We know that this is merely the first leg of a long journey
and that it will be a road that we walk together. We
recognise that the regulations are not perfect, but we
are committed to working with the Department to realise
the vision. (See ‘Looking Ahead’ for more details.)
We commend the Minister's co-operative approach
and acknowledge the opportunities we were provided
to voice our concerns about aspects of the draft
regulations that could affect implementation for our
industry. As a Producer Responsibility Organisation
that was formed on a voluntary basis by a committed
industry, PETCO welcomes the new regulations for
mandatory EPR as the necessary next step in South
Africa's transition to a circular economy.
We believe wholeheartedly in the principle and look
forward to working together with National Government,
local municipalities, industry, NGOs and the citizens of
South Africa in developing a transparent and rigorous
system that can be complied with and enforced, to
take us to the next level of environmental performance
and circular economy thinking.
The work continues.

Tshidi Ramogase

Cheri Scholtz

CHAIRPERSON PETCO

CEO PETCO

Cheri Scholtz, CEO PETCO
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Much to be positive about
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52 600 ACTIVE
COLLECTORS
INVOLVED IN PET
COLLECTION AND
RECYCLING.
Plastic bottles are not trash.
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While much of 2020 was
clouded by Covid-19, there was
also much to be positive about.
Despite an extremely challenging operating
environment, PETCO's work in supporting PET
recycling carried on, thanks to the voluntary
support of members, who continued to pay
their EPR fees. This allowed us to keep
supporting the PET recycler partners financially
and to keep the value chain moving for the
benefit of all. Committed members also rallied
to fund and distribute personal protective
equipment and food vouchers for the most
vulnerable members of our communities and
value chain.

PET Recycling
• PETCO continued financial support for PET recycler
partners to mitigate the impact of Covid-19, and
ensured sustained collection volumes and investment
in infrastructure.
• Our contracted partners accounted for 79 078 tonnes
out of a total of 82 469 tonnes of post-consumer
PET beverage bottles collected for recycling.
Covid-19 Support
• Extrupet was classified as an essential service during
the national lockdown, ensuring that the recycling
of PET bottles continued and kept the value chain
moving.
• We supported 243 waste pickers across nine
provinces with food vouchers.
• In partnership with Voting Member Safripol, we
donated 4 500 face shields to collectors from seven
local municipalities and 45 recycling projects across
eight provinces.
• In partnership with PET recyclers Da Run Fa,
Sen Li Da and Extrupet, we distributed 4 000 N95
masks and 10 five-litre bottles of sanitiser to collectors
as well as 400 blankets to four recycling projects
and seven municipalities across five provinces.
• Recycler Propet produced high-quality fibre for face
masks to combat the spread of Covid-19.

Review of PETCO Activities 2020
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Innovations
• Extrupet's food-grade Starlinger line expansion was
completed and is set to increase current processing
capacity from 20 000 tonnes to over 30 000 tonnes
of rPET per annum.
• Da Run Fa successfully completed trials for
manufacturing tiles made of PET bottles, which is a
new end-use product, set for commercial production
in 2021.
• Members began implementing improvements to
their PET bottle designs in line with PETCO's Design
for Recyclability guidelines.
Awards
• Bophelo Recycling, a PETCO and Safripol-supported
collection project, won the CAIA Responsible Care
Initiative of the Year award (corporate social
responsibility category).
Learnerships
• We sponsored five disability learnership bursaries
and funded salaries as the employer on record for
two additional full disability learnerships.
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Project Training, Equipment Sponsorship
and Support
• We supported 67 new projects with equipment to
unlock collections.
• We partnered with six stakeholders to secure
additional funding of R3 629 000 for supporting
collection projects with much-needed equipment.
• We conducted eight SETA-accredited business
training workshops in six provinces.
• We partnered with five municipalities, two waste
collectors' organisations and a game reserve on the
implementation of four collection projects.
• In partnership with Safripol, we donated 2 400 bulk
storage bags to six local municipalities and
47 recycling projects across multiple provinces.
Building the Recycling Network
and Spreading the Word
• We hosted 12 webinars, 5 of which focused on EPR
specifically, for PETCO members and others. These
sessions cumulatively hosted 743 attendees, and
recordings are available on request.
• We launched a 360-degree consumer media
campaign, across digital, social, print, billboard, radio
and other key traditional media, focused on
destigmatising collectors.
• We achieved media exposure worth a total of
R51.8 million for 2020, representing a return on
investment of 1 580% on spent advertising budget.
• We negotiated a strategic five-year partnership with
Voting Member Pick n Pay's Schools Club. Partnering
with South Africa's largest schools club offers many
advantages:
• Aligns directly with the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals.
• PETCO's recycling message will reach over
375 000 learners through 17 500 teachers in
Western Cape, Eastern Cape, Gauteng and
KwaZulu-Natal.
• PETCO's curriculum-aligned workbooks, posters
and other learner and teacher support materials
are provided free to schools and are available for
download by any of the over 3 000 schools
nationwide.
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PETCO IMPACT DASHBOARD
Circular economy thinking leverages the economic
and environmental Sustainable Development (SD)
goal clusters, impacting them all:

SUSTAINING
THE ENVIRONMENT
SD GOALS:
6, 7, 13, 14 and 15

•
•
•
•
•

82 469 tonnes of post-consumer beverage PET bottles collected.
55% post-consumer beverage PET bottles collected for recycling.
60% of PET packaging placed on SA market by PETCO members collected for recycling.
511 310 cubic metres of landfill space saved.
123 704 tonnes of carbon emissions saved.

STRENGTHENING
THE ECONOMY
SD GOALS:
8, 9, 11 and 12

•
•
•
•
•

52 600 active collectors involved in PET collection and recycling*.
R3.2 million spent in support of informal collectors through equipment and training.
R59.2 million spent in support of contracted industry recycling projects.
R278 million paid by recyclers for baled bottles delivered to plants.
R895 million injected into the downstream economy.

SHAPING SOCIETAL
TRANSFORMATION
THROUGH EDUCATION
SD GOAL:
4

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 accredited training courses for informal collectors.
150 188 total website sessions.
467 589 total website page views.
55 819 Facebook followers.
15 893 Twitter followers.
2 244 Instagram followers.
993 YouTube subscribers.
5 808 LinkedIn followers.
13 Member workshops (1 in-person and 12 virtual events; 5 focussed specifically on EPR).
11 basic reclaimer recycling workshops.

IMPROVING
GOVERNANCE
SD GOAL:
16

•
•
•
•

PETCO achieved a clean financial audit.
>80% attendance by Directors at Board meetings (68 meetings thus far).
Adherence to internally developed operational management and governance processes.
Progress with diversity and inclusion at Board level: 25% females and 50% black Directors,
with black female Chairperson.
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SD GOAL:
17

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEVELOPING
END-USE MARKETS

** Based on best available information and updated as
new research data become available.
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Our latest data show approximately 30kg of PET is
collected per collector per week. Therefore, an estimated
52 600** waste collectors collected the PET for 2020.
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The Beach Cooperative
Business Unity South Africa
City of Matlosana Local Municipality
Consumer Goods Council of South Africa (CGCSA)
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
Dannhauser Local Municipality
Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries (DEFF)
Department of Science and Technology (DST)
Dr Kenneth Kaunda District Municipality
eMadlangeni Local Municipality
Free State Department of Small Business Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs (DESTEA)
Gauteng Department of Agriculture and Rural Development (GDARD)
Global Alliance to End Plastic Waste
GreenCape
KwaZulu-Natal Department of Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs (EDTEA)
Limpopo Department of Economic Development, Environment and Tourism (LEDET)
Institute of Packaging SA (IPSA)
Institute of Waste Management SA (IWMSA) and the Waste Minimisation and Recycling Interest Group (WMRIG)
Mpumalanga Department of Agriculture, Rural Development, Land and Environmental Affairs (DARDLEA)
International Labour Organisation (ILO)
National Recycling Forum (NRF)
Newcastle Local Municipality
North West Department of Economic Development, Environment, Conservation and Tourism (DEDECT)
Northern Cape Department of Environment and Nature Conservation (DENC)
Packaging SA and Member Associations:
– MetPak-SA
– Polyolefin Recycling Company (POLYCO)
– Polystyrene Association of South Africa
– Fibre Circle
– ROSE Foundation
– Southern African Vinyls Association (SAVA)
– Tetra Pak
– The Glass Recycling Company
Pick n Pay
PlasticslSA
Ramotshere Moiloa Local Municipality
SALGA
South African National Bottled Water Association (SANBWA)
South African Plastic Recyclers Organisation (SAPRO)
South African Plastics Pact
South African Initiative to End Plastic Waste in the Environment
Sustainable Seas Trust (SST) and African Marine Waste Network
Thembisile Hani Local Municipality
The Greenlight Movement
Western Cape Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning (EADP)
WWF South Africa

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

*

RECYCLING
PROJECTS
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BUDGET

86.5%

83.7%

10.7%

10.4%

10.7%

13.5%

2.8%

ACTUAL

4%

2.8%

2.7%
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To sustain and grow PET bottle
collection, consistent demand for postconsumer PET is required. Recycling
is a commodity business and, as such,
is prone to significant cycles.

50
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Under most circumstances, recyclate must compete
with the highs and lows of virgin polymer prices and
other end-uses (for example, textiles with recycled
polyester content compete with virgin polyester staple
fibre). It is great when these prices are high, but when
they are low, recyclate often struggles to survive. Hence,
the PETCO model.
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EPR Fees

Other

UTILISATION OF FUNDS RECEIVED*
%

6.1

5.3

5.0

2020

Grants

4.9 86.5 71.7 68.4 74.4 7.9

7.1
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6.9

7.2
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0
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0.8
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0.2
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*

As percentage of income received.
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-20

** 2.2% funded from retained income in 2019;
0.2% of funds retained in 2020.
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2019

2020

EPR Support for
Collection and
Recycling

2019

2020

Marketing,
Education and
Awareness

2019

2020

Administration
and Operating
Costs

2019

2020

Section 18
Compliance

2019

2020

Added to
(Utilised From)
Retained Surplus**
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5 FOCUS AREAS
INDUSTRY SUPPORT AND
FUNDING PROJECTS

SUPPORT, TRAINING
AND MENTORSHIP OF
INFORMAL COLLECTORS

CONSUMER EDUCATION
AND EMPOWERMENT

SUSTAINABILITY
AND BUSINESS
INNOVATION

INSIGHT AND
ANALYSIS

In line with the basic principles of
EPR, PETCO supports the growth
of the recycling value chain,
enabling it to weather economic
downturns and fluctuating prices.
Support mechanisms are premised
on assisting more when times are
bad, so that financial spend
remains efficient and effective. This
support is paid out via recyclers
for tonnages, on a five-year
contract basis, in line with PETCO's
annual recycling targets. In turn,
recyclers can ensure a consistent
demand for post-consumer PET
from informal collectors. All
products within the same end-use
market receive the same support
across recyclers to ensure that the
playing fields are level. Support is
provided based on post-consumer
PET purchased and end-product
produced, and funds are received
by recyclers in arrears and upon
fulfilment of PETCO's mandate.
This 'safety net' allows recyclers
to plan, build capacity, and invest
in collection networks, while still
paying market-driven rates for
collected material. As part of our
strategy, we focus on stimulating
investment in infrastructure and
innovation in the development of
new end markets for rPET as well
as stimulating existing ones.

With no widespread municipal
separation-at-source collection
systems in place, a network of
informal waste collectors and microentrepreneurs recover recyclables
and supply post-consumer PET
bottles to commercial-scale
recycling operations via buy-back
centres. PETCO provides training
and mentorship to improve
working conditions and help
collectors grow sustainable
businesses. We strengthen
relationships with municipalities to
encourage the establishment of
kerbside collection projects and
expand PET collection into new
areas. PETCO sponsors
infrastructure and equipment to
unlock collections and improve the
quantity and quality of PET
collected.

PETCO works to educate
consumers about the value and
recyclability of PET, and that they
can use their buying power to drive
positive change by demanding
products that contain recycled
content and are recyclable. We
encourage consumers to support
drop-off sites, community projects
and kerbside collection services
that recover waste PET.

PETCO is a catalyst for design-forrecycling innovation. We aim to
stimulate action in preserving the
value of existing resources and
using renewable ones. Creating a
supportive business environment
for companies that use recovered
resources will help drive recycling,
create jobs, reduce greenhouse
gases, and extend the life of landfills.

Our insight and analysis reports
and global best practice case
studies feed into a growing body
of information highlighting the
rationale for a transition towards
an economy where plastics never
become waste.

1 2345
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DEVELOPING
END-USE MARKETS
Growing the recycling
economy in South Africa
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COLLECTORS
FIND THE
WORTH IN
YOUR WASTE.
Plastic bottles are not trash.
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Diversifying the end-use markets
for recycled PET is instrumental
in growing the recycling economy
within South Africa.
Diversifying the end-use markets for
recycled PET, such as the polyester
fibre sector (important in the clothing,
home textiles, and automotive
industries, among others), and the
food-grade and bottle-to-bottle
sectors, is instrumental in growing
the recycling economy in South Africa.
In particular, the food-grade and bottleto-bottle sectors, which accounted for
almost a third of all processed tonnage
in 2020, enable PETCO to move
towards a fully circular economy. But
alternative end-use markets must be
developed to ensure a solution for all
PET products. Together with our
recycling partners, PETCO continues
to investigate new end-uses for postconsumer PET material.
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BOTTLE-TO-BOTTLE
(B2B)
The demand for food-grade rPET resin continues to
exceed supply by significant margins. This demand
is further exacerbated by commitments made by
many organisations, both local and global, to include
increasing percentages of rPET in their efforts to
close the loop on their PET packaging. In 2020, there
were additional challenges with bottle-to-bottle
recycling capacity following the closure of Mpact
Polymers in 2019.
Despite Covid-19-imposed delays, Extrupet's highly
anticipated expansion of the food-grade Starlinger
line was completed by the end of 2020. Fully
operational at the time of writing, it will increase the
processing capacity of the plant from 20 000 tonnes
to over 30 000 tonnes of rPET per annum.
This expansion will allow for brand owners to specify
higher levels of recycled content. In addition, it will
strengthen South Africa's position as a circular
economy leader in Africa and place us competitively
within the global packaging market. It will also enable
the country to meet recycling and job creation targets
in the forthcoming years.
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BOTTLE-TO-FIBRE
(B2F)
Although we expect to see bottle-to-bottle rPET
consuming a larger share of collected bottles, bottleto-fibre remains an important element of our PETCO
strategy. In 2020, bottle-to-fibre consumed the
majority of bottles collected with all three of our
largest recyclers producing polyester fibre. The fibre
produced is used for a variety of applications with
the local market constituting 30% of the production
and the balance being exported. Unfortunately, the
local consumption of fibre has decreased over the
last few years owing to the collapse in the textiles
industry; consequently, our recycling partners are
increasingly dependent on exports.
Globally, the fibre market had a difficult year in 2020
with lockdowns negatively affecting all parts of the
value chain, from collection to end-use demand.
However, by the end of 2020 demand had picked up
again. On the positive side, there is some evidence
to suggest that the global impact on distant supply
chains has caused some brand owners to reconsider
importing all their products and to increase local
supply. Although by no means guaranteed, there may
be some potential to increase both local beneficiation
of textiles and possibly even increase local consumption of staple fibre in the future.
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THERMOFORM
PACKAGING
Following the 2019 PETCO/Extrupet pilot study, in
an effort to assist members further, PETCO
commissioned The Moss Group to unpack the PET
thermoform value chain to assist in driving the
implementation of national-scale thermoformed PET
recycling in 2020. The initial pilot in 2019 confirmed
that PET thermoform trays could be recycled into a
polyester fibre. As 90% of the trays are clear and
monolayer, this is a positive start. PET trays already
contain a good percentage of recycled content but
now they need to be collected and recycled.
Key findings of this research include:
• The SA thermoform PET market size is around
25 000 tonnes per annum.
• More than one billion items enter the market
each year.
• Containers and trays account for ±75% of volumes
sold, of which clamshells contribute ±70%.
• The retail sector is responsible for ±65% of total
thermoform PET volumes. Cake domes and bases,
and deli containers are the key contributors to
in-store packaging.
• Tertiary packaging (i.e. packaging that facilitates
the protection, handling and transportation of
a series of sales units or secondary packaging in
order to group everything into unit loads during
transit) also contributes to thermoform PET volumes
at store level, although this does not end up in
consumers' hands.
Although it appears that most players are willing to
co-operate in driving thermoform PET recycling, the
working group did not reach a consensus to establish
a separate EPR scheme in 2020.
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One of PETCO's recyclers, Da Run Fa, invested in
machinery for producing tiles made from PET bottles
and completed a successful pilot project in 2020.
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POST-CONSUMER COLLECTION
BY END-USE (TONNES)
Year-on-year post-consumer beverage PET bottles
collected for recycling, by end-use, since 2015.

ENERGY
RECOVERY

120 000

Although we acknowledge that for some materials
waste-to-energy may be necessary, PETCO seeks to
achieve its targets without using the waste-to-energy
methodology, which is lower on the waste hierarchy.
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2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Bottle-2-Foodgrade

Industrial (incl. Pallets, Strapping & Geotextile)

Bottle-2-Fibre (incl. Chip Exports)

Other *

Other (Incl. Material Produced from RefPET, Net Bottle Imports/Exports
& Tonnes collected from Non-PETCO Members)
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RECYCLING
PROJECTS
Working together
for positive change
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URGENT.
WE NEED YOUR
PLASTIC BOTTLES.
RECYCLE TODAY.
Plastic bottles are not trash.
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COMMERCIAL-SCALE
RECYCLING PROJECTS
In 2020, PETCO's support for high-volume commercial
recycling operations constituted 74% of the
organisation's total expenditure owing to unexpectedly
favourable market conditions. To ensure efficient and
effective financial spend, PETCO monitors global and
local market prices and cost variables closely, adjusting
the level of support on a quarterly basis.
PETCO's contracted recycling partners in 2020 were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Da Run Fa Chemical Fibre
Extrupet
Kaytech
Palletplast
Propet SA
Sen Li Da Chemical Fibre

Financial support for recyclers is strictly guided by
the following principles:
• Equal rates are paid across an end-use.
• Recognition that economics of different end-uses differ.
• Support increases when economics of recycling are poor and decreases when they are good.
• Economics must be monitored against one or more objective measures.
• Support seeks to balance supply and demand and sustainable bottle prices but not to the detriment of sound
economic performance of recyclers or the benefit of increased tonnage collected and processed.
• Financial support aids the recycling value chain. Maintaining demand by recyclers for post-consumer material
ensures that the whole chain, from informal collectors through to large separation-at-source scheme operators,
benefits from a steady and growing demand for that material.
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TOGETHER, IN 2020,
PET RECYCLERS:
RECYCLED MORE THAN
1.9 BILLION BOTTLES
OR:

PURCHASED ALMOST

PLACED END-USE PRODUCTS
INTO LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL
MARKETS WORTH

82 500 R895
million

5.2 million
bottles / tonnes
day

of post-consumer PET material
at an approximate market value
of R278 million

to the South African economy

PETCO Members’ PET placed on Market vs Total PET Collection (tonnes):

PET PACKAGING PLACED ON SA MARKET BY PETCO MEMBERS

137 657 tonnes

% TOTAL COLLECTED BY PETCO CONTRACTED & NON-CONTRACTED RECYCLERS

60%
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COLLECTION AND
TRAINING PROJECTS
PETCO spent 4% of its budget to support initiatives
and activities that do not necessarily contribute
substantially to the volumes of PET recycled, but aid
in the support of visible and informal collection of PET.
Our strategy within this area of work is to identify the
provinces where we have a relatively small footprint,
and to expand our support within these areas specifically.
Through the ongoing mapping of projects that we have
supported in the past and where training has been
conducted, we ensure that we are expanding our
network throughout South Africa continuously.
Our implementation strategy follows this process:
1

Identify the province.

2

Establish partnerships with the relevant local municipal and provincial government bodies, local departments
for environment, tourism and economics, the national Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries
(DEFF), and any other relevant organisations.

3

Ensure that work is aligned with the relevant provincial Integrated Waste Management Plan.

4 Organise workshops in partnership with relevant authorities and organisations for informal collectors.
5

Identify approximately 50 informal collectors who attended the workshop and are already collecting or
have their own businesses.

6

Organise accredited training for identified informal collectors.

7

Evaluate what support may be required to assist informal collectors with equipment and in making their
business sustainable.

8

Provide on-going monitoring and support throughout this process and beyond.

Additionally, PETCO continues to collaborate with our
commercial-scale recycling project partners in
expanding their collection networks and unlocking
new collections in historically under-serviced regions.
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IN 2020, PETCO SUPPORTED VISIBLE
COLLECTION IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS:
Bursaries and Learnerships

Separation-at-Source Projects

Covid-19 Support and Partnerships

PETCO provided two full disability learnerships and is
the employer on record for the learnership period, in
addition to sponsoring five disability learnership bursaries.

In partnership with Voting Member Safripol,
PETCO sponsored the following:

In partnership with the broader recycling industry,
PETCO supported individual collectors and larger
collection projects across the country with the following:

Clean-Up Campaigns
PETCO supported seven collection projects and one
municipality with recycling plastic bags for clean-up
campaigns:
• Limpopo
– Enviro Vito
– Plasco Green Touch (Limpopo Branch)
– PWK Waste Management & Recycling
– Collins Chabane Local Municipality
• North West
– Plasco Green Touch (North West Branch)
• Gauteng
– Salvokop Youth
– Westworld Recycling
– Simple Bazzu Trading

Co-sponsorships
PETCO partnered with six
stakeholders to secure extra funding
of R3 629 000 to support collection
projects with equipment. This funding
does not form part of EPR fees; it is
contributed by PETCO members and
other donors with specific outcomes
in mind.

Review of PETCO Activities 2020

• In Limpopo: 200 collection bins with stickers for
the Thulamela Local Municipality and eight collection
bins with stickers for the Thabazimbi Local
Municipality.
• In Free State: 48 collection bins with stickers for
KEE Recycling.
• In Gauteng: 20 collection bins with stickers for the
Dinokeng Game Reserve, recycling centre signage
for the African Reclaimers Organisation (ARO) as
well as 400 collection bins with stickers and 50 000
recycling bags, and eight collection bins for the
River Club Golf Course.
In partnership with various municipalities,
PETCO sponsored the following:
• With the City of Cape Town Metropolitan
Municipality: Four volume cages for a school recycling
project and one volume trailer for a community swop
shop recycling project.
• With the Bloemfontein Metropolitan Municipality:
One volume trailer for the Fichardt Park Household
Recycling Project.
• With the Drakenstein Municipality: Four trolleys for
identified waste collectors.
In support of various waste collector projects,
PETCO sponsored the following:
• With GreenCape: 10 trolleys for the Belville Recycling
and Trolley Project.
• With SAWPA: Three volume cages for the Vaalpark
Household Recycling Project.
• With ARO: An identity card printer and 1 000
blank cards for a separation-at-source household
collection project.

RECYCLING PROJECTS

• Bulk Bags: In partnership with Safripol, PETCO
donated 2 400 bulk bags (for storing recyclables)
to six municipalities and 47 recycling projects across
eight provinces.
• Face Shields: In partnership with Safripol, PETCO
donated 4 500 face shields to collectors from seven
local municipalities and 45 recycling projects across
eight provinces.
• Masks and Sanitisers: In partnership with Da Run
Fa, PETCO donated 2 000 N95 masks and 10 fivelitre sanitisers to collectors. In partnership with
Sen Li Da, we donated a further 2 000 N95 masks
to collectors.
• Blankets: In partnership with Extrupet, PETCO
supported four projects and seven municipalities in
five provinces with 400 blankets.
• Food Vouchers: PETCO supported 243 waste pickers
across nine provinces with food vouchers. The South
African packaging sector raised R785 000 to assist
3 925 informal waste collectors with food vouchers
to the value of R200 each. This initiative was
supported by Packaging SA, PETCO, PETCOcontracted recyclers, Polyco, The Glass Recycling
Company, Fibre Circle, Mpact Recycling, SAPRO,
Plastics|SA, Metpac SA, Polystyrene SA, and Southern
African Vinyls Association. PETCO-contracted
recyclers Da Run Fa, Sen Li Da, and Extrupet provided
R76 000 worth of food vouchers.
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PET INFRASTRUCTURE AND
EQUIPMENT PROVISION
PETCO supports individual collectors,
SMMEs, co-operatives and communitybased organisations through the
sponsorship of infrastructure and
equipment that allow them to unlock
collections and improve efficiencies as
well as the quantity and quality of PET
they collect. We also assist with the
efficient transportation of baled material.

In 2020, PETCO supported a total
of 67 projects in nine provinces with
equipment to improve the quantity
and quality of their post-consumer
PET collections.
LIMPOPO
Polokwane

2019

In 2020, PETCO supported a total of 67 projects in nine
provinces with equipment to improve the quantity and
quality of their post-consumer PET collections.
Equipment sponsored by PETCO includes baling
machines, trailers, cages, trolleys, and bulk bags, amongst
other items identified by the business in question.

Nelspruit
Pretoria

2020

GAUTENG
NORTH WEST

Johannesburg

MPUMALANGA

PETCO additionally hosted launch events to commemorate the following equipment handovers:
FREE STATE

• Limpopo: Thulamela Local Municipality separationat-source project in Thohoyandou.

Kimberley

KWAZULU-NATAL

Bloemfontein

• Gauteng: African Collectors Organisation (ARO)
separation-at-source household collection project
in Johannesburg.

Durban

NORTHERN CAPE

EASTERN CAPE
WESTERN CAPE
Cape Town
Port Elizabeth
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INFORMAL COLLECTOR TRAINING
AND DEVELOPMENT
In partnership with municipalities and
other organisations, PETCO empowers
collectors through training and
mentoring in entrepreneurship and
enterprise development.
By supporting the informal sector, PETCO and its
partners are encouraging a fairer position in the value
chain for collectors that legitimises their occupation.
This includes ownership of productive initiatives to
allow for more equitable distribution of profits – a key
demand of informal collectors worldwide. PETCO also
identifies with the need to raise awareness in
communities and strengthen relationships with
municipalities to encourage the establishment of
kerbside collection projects and expand existing PET
collection into new areas.

PETCO engaged with 18 municipalities and
various other stakeholders in six provinces
to host 10 business training workshops and
one waste managers forum.
LIMPOPO

2019

MPUMALANGA

2020

NORTH WEST

GAUTENG

Recycling Business Workshops
PETCO engaged with 18 municipalities
and various other stakeholders in six
provinces to host 10 business training
workshops and one waste managers
forum, with 431 delegates trained
in total.

FREE STATE

KWAZULU-NATAL

NORTHERN CAPE

Accredited Business Training
Eight accredited business training
courses were conducted in six provinces
and 228 delegates were trained.

EASTERN CAPE
WESTERN CAPE
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PETCO IN
THE MEDIA
PETCO's primary objectives
in working with consumers
are to increase:
• their access to accurate information about
PET recycling in South Africa.
• their knowledge of recycling and the mechanisms
by which they can participate in the recycling
process.
By doing so, PETCO aims to motivate more consumers
to participate in collection and recycling behaviour.
Consumer Messaging:
Including Collectors
Between 2016 and 2019, PETCO commissioned
extensive research to better understand and unpack
South African consumer attitudes towards recycling
and where barriers to recycling behaviour exist.
The research showed that, while a high level of apathy
to recycling remains among consumers, collectors are
identified as the primary source of information about
recycling across the respondents. Interestingly, while
the high-income consumers have a negative view of
collectors, blaming them for crime and pollution in
their suburbs, low-income consumers have a positive
view of collectors, seeing them as the very definition
of the South African spirit to do whatever needs to be
done to support oneself and one's family.
As a direct result of these findings, we launched our
consumer campaign focused on destigmatising
collectors. Integral to this campaign is the PETCO custombuilt WhatsApp-for-Business platform, specifically
designed to be a resource for collectors, which will be
launched in 2021.

An example of the out-of-home media secured by
PETCO in 2020 as part of our consumer campaign
focused on collector inclusion.

Value of Media Exposure: 1 January to 31 December 2020

Total Advertising Value Equivalent (AVE):
R51 827 870
2% year-on-year; 1 580% ROI on advertising spend for the year.
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LOOKING
AHEAD
A balancing act
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Plastic bottles are not trash.
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MEMBER-DRIVEN
EPR
Mandatory EPR will require an even more active and
engaged membership for the organisation to succeed
in the future. From what we have seen, it will be a
complex regulatory and operating environment and
there will be practical obstacles to implementation that
we will need to navigate together as we go.
We want to take our existing members with us on this
new journey and encourage them to contribute more
than just financially. We need to work on the challenges
and solutions together. Members will be driving PETCO's
mandate going forward.

Let us be absolutely clear on this point – mandatory
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) is happening.
At the time of writing, the final Section 18 regulations to
the Waste Act have been published and the die is cast.

This is an important distinction to make,
as the current voluntary model is in its
nature more substrate focused than
member centric.

This will be the last annual review in its current iteration
that reflects PETCO's voluntary model and our own
industry-defined reporting measures. The annual review
for 2021 will see the beginning of a metamorphosis as
we start reporting only against what our members put
on the South African market, as per the requirements
outlined in the Extended Producer Responsibility
Regulations, as opposed to the full PET market (as has
been done to date).
We are incredibly proud of all that PETCO has achieved
as a voluntary Producer Responsibility Organisation
(PRO) and together we have built a solid foundation for
our new incarnation as a mandatory EPR body. As a
result, we are better placed than most to achieve
compliance with the new regulations.
The year under review was certainly one of the most
challenging in our organisation's history. But despite the
difficulties of operating under the cloud of Covid-19, our
members continued to support PETCO and to pay their
EPR fees. This dedication and determination to maintain
the momentum of our collective efforts in the face of
rapid change is heartening indeed.
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MULTI-STREAM
PRO

INTERNATIONAL
BEST PRACTICE

THE JOURNEY
SO FAR

As PETCO, we believe that the organisation cannot
survive under this new reality if it stays a single-material,
PET-only PRO. To remain relevant and competitive in
this space we must diversify. This necessary evolution
will take time and the process will be done strategically
and in consultation with our stakeholders according to
their needs.

Under the new model, we would be guided by the
requirements and requests of our members. As stricter
EPR requirements evolve locally, especially in the area
of packaging design, the materials that PETCO represents
would also evolve.

We have been encouraged by Minister Creecy's openminded approach to the development of the EPR
regulations so far, and we believe they are not yet cast
in stone. We look forward to our continued engagement
and involvement, as we lead from the front, flesh out
the details, and work with government, other PROs and
industry to make practical implementation possible.

Becoming a multi-material PRO is in line with
international best practice and makes sense as almost
all producers are multi-material users, and all packaging
materials are now subject to EPR. Producers need to
stay actively involved in their PROs. For the sake of
efficiency and value for money, it would be most
practical for producers to join as few PROs as possible
to comply with regulatory requirements.
If PETCO is able to offer existing members EPR
compliance for multiple materials it will be better placed
to retain, increase and serve its members.
This does not imply that PETCO would take on too many
materials too quickly. Our aim is to be strategic in
identifying priority materials and to adopt those that
would serve our members best. We will need to work
with members, prospective partners, and other
organisations to determine which materials to add and
why, as well as what the process and resource
requirements will be to achieve this change.

One recent example of international best practice that
shines a light on this subject is the issue of tethered caps
and closures.
Plastic closures for beverage bottles are among the
most frequent single-use plastic pollution items washed
up on European Union beaches (and in South Africa too,
incidentally). Therefore, by July 2024, all beverage bottles
placed on the market in the EU will be required to have
tethered caps and closures that remain attached to the
bottle for the full product life cycle. The new regulations
will apply to all plastic and composite beverage containers
up to three litres in volume.
As South Africa moves towards international standards
such as these, a logical first step for PETCO is adding
labels and closures of PET beverage bottles to our
reporting matrix. We are effectively already involved
in these multi-material collections as a necessary
condition for achieving existing PET targets, and PETCO
is therefore best placed to establish EPR schemes for
these products.

The definition also has concrete operational
consequences for PETCO. Understanding that brand
owners or retailers and importers are primarily identified
as producers in the context of EPR, we will need to
review the way in which PETCO interacts with the
broader supply chain, how we classify membership
and even how we constitute board and other decisionmaking bodies.
The changes wrought by the mandatory EPR regulations
will be felt at every level of our organisational structure
and operations. But, if done correctly, we know that the
long-term socio-economic benefits for our country
outweigh any discomfort that transitioning brings.
We are moving into a new era and look forward to
creating a more circular economy and a cleaner
environment together.

It is a balancing act that will require careful consideration.
Too many, and the complexity and rate of change will
put the quality and stability of the EPR schemes and
the organisation at risk. Too few, and the competitive
marketplace could push PETCO to the margins as a
niche player without the scale to drive initiatives like
separation-at-source programmes and to maintain cost
efficiencies.

Review of PETCO Activities 2020

As PETCO, our central concern with the final regulations
remains the definition of ‘the producer’. We believe that
it should be the brand owner/retailer or importer, as per
international best practice. There is some ambiguity in
the final definition, which leaves room for loopholes and
avoiding compliance.
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TIMELINE OF IMPORTANT DATES,
as per Section 18 Regulations.

05/11/2020
Sect. 18
Regs.
Published.

19/03/2021
Sect. 18
Regs.
Amendments.

05/05/2021

Q4 2020

Q1 2021

Q2 2021

05/11/2021

Q3 2021

CALENDAR YEAR 1 FOR REPORTING AND TARGETS

Q4 2021

Q1 2022

Q2 2022

Q3 2022

Q4 2022

Q1 2023

Regulations published and open for amendments – postponing effective date by 6 months
Regulations amended
Regulations only become effective for general clauses preventing non-compliance
Producers to register with Dept within 6 months
Producers have 6 months to join or form a PRO
PROs have 6 months to register and receive accreditation
PROs start raising fees and contracting for 2022
EPR Scheme Year 1 of implementation
Reporting cycle to Dept by end of Q1

EPR REGULATIONS: PRO and Producer Responsibility Timelines
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HONOURING
OUR PEOPLE
PETCO WORKS WITH MANY
PARTNERS INCLUDING:
• PETCO Voting and Associate Members
To sustain PET collection interest and support
PET recycling efforts, thereby reducing volumes
of PET in the waste stream.
• Broader PET Industry and Industry Associations
To harness knowledge and innovation leading
to increased PET recycling efforts.
• International Industry and Agencies
To collaborate on best practice for postconsumer PET recycling.
• Local, Provincial and National Government
To build policy and implementation frameworks
that support the concept of Extended Producer
Responsibility, work towards a circular economy,
and grow the green economy.
As we move into a new phase, from
voluntary to mandatory EPR, we would
especially like to thank our operational
team, current and former Directors (see
'Hall of Fame'), and members for setting
the standard for other sectors to follow.
We truly value their tireless efforts and,
most of all, their heart for sustaining
the mission of PETCO as an effective
Producer Responsibility Organisation.
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Cheri Scholtz
Chief Executive Officer (National)

2

Janine Osborne
Stakeholder Relations Manager
(National)

3

Belinda Booker
Collections and Training Manager
(National)

4 Vicki Retief
Financial Controller (National)
and Cape Town Office Administrator

1
5

Pearl Molepo
Recycling Programme Manager
(National)

6

Kara Levy
Marketing Officer

7

Tlou Sebola
Collections and Training: Regional
Representative for Limpopo,
North West and Northern Cape

8

Vainah Mbulo
Johannesburg Office Administrator

9

Vhengani Munyayi
Collections and Training: Regional
Representative for KwaZulu-Natal,
Eastern Cape and Free State

2

3

4

5

10 Lungani Zwane
Recycling Programme Officer

Contracted Resources
Martin Niebuhr
Accountant

Annette Schell
EPR Fee Manager

Computer Universe
IT Support

6

7
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BDO South Africa
Auditors
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PETCO BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
Our Non-Executive Directors serve a three-year term
and are elected after being nominated by the industry
sectors they represent. They may make themselves
available for re-election.

CHAIRPERSON:

Tshidi Ramogase
Group Public Affairs, Communication and Sustainability Director, Coca-Cola Beverages Africa
Representing: Bottlers

VICE-CHAIRPERSON: Greg Morse
Manufacturing and Supply Chain Director, Coca-Cola Peninsula Beverages
Representing: Bottlers
Asyia Sheik-Ojwang
Head of Public Affairs, Communications and Sustainability for Southern Africa, Coca-Cola Africa
Representing: Brand Owners
David Drew
Sustainability Director, The Coca-Cola Company
Representing: Brand Owners
Feroz Koor
Group Head of Sustainability, Woolworths
Representing: Retailers
Gert Claasen
Technology and Innovation Executive, Safripol
Representing: Resin Producers
Graham Haird
Director, Polyoak Packaging
Representing: Converters
Ken Clark
CEO, Twizza
Representing: Bottlers
Linda Godfrey
Principal Scientist: Waste for Development, CSIR
Board Appointment
Nawaaz Kalick
Procurement and Supply Executive, Berry Astrapak (Thermopac)
Representing: Converters
Neelin Naidoo
Managing Director, Mpact Plastics
Representing: Converters
Vivian Subramoney
CEO, Da Run Fa
Representing: Collectors / Recyclers

Our Board Members are not remunerated and
pay their own expenses to attend all meetings.
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HALL OF FAME:
FORMER DIRECTORS

We also acknowledge
the contributions of all
our former Directors
who have served on
the PETCO Board
since its inception.

2005
Bob Naidoo
Casper Durandt
Greg Morse
Mandla Tisani
Rob Rodger
Roger Thomas
Syd Carter

AB InBev
Coca-Cola
Coca-Cola Peninsula Beverages
Coca-Cola
Nampak Recycling
SANS
Boxmore

2006
Tessa Chamberlain

Pick n Pay

2007
Kaiser Nyatsumba

Coca-Cola

2008
David Taylor
Vimlan Moonsamy

Nampak
AB InBev

2009
Bronwen Rohland
Justin Smith
Peter White

Pick n Pay
Woolworths
Hosaf

2010
Andre Nel
Carel Engelbrecht
Tshidi Ramogase

Pick n Pay
Coca-Cola Canners
Coca-Cola Beverages Africa

2011
Jason Hawkins
Tom Mcloughlin

Coca-Cola
Woolworths

2013
Vukani Magubani
Steven Bird
Willem Pienaar

Coca-Cola
Hosaf
Nampak

2014
Clynt Levin
Linda Godfrey
Lisa Ronquest

Boxmore
CSIR
Woolworths

2015
Daniel Schoeman

Safripol

2016
David Drew

Boxmore

2017
Asyia Sheik
Chandru Wadhwani
Wessel Oelofse

Coca-Cola
Extrupet
Mpact Plastics (Versapak)

2018
Kevin O'Brien
Feroz Koor
Gert Claasen
Waseem Jeenah

SPAR
Woolworths
Safripol
Unilever

2019
Graham Haird
Ken Clark
Nawaaz Kalick
Neelin Naidoo

Polyoak Packaging
Twizza
Berry Astrapak (Thermopac)
Mpact Plastics

The dates above refer to the year the individual joined
the Board and not the duration of tenure.
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PETCO
MEMBERSHIP

As a measure towards achieving an inclusive approach, PETCO implements a membership
scheme for stakeholders of PET recycling. There are two broad categories - Voting Members
and Associate Members.

Voting Membership

Associate Membership

Voting Membership is reserved for
companies who pay EPR fees and
grants, and for whom shareholding and
voting is reserved. Percentage of
shareholding in PETCO is allocated
according to annual continuous
membership contributions and is
calculated every three years.

Our Associate Membership programme draws a diverse
group of individuals, organisations and companies. It
enables anyone – from non-profit organisations to
schools, collectors and manufacturers – to become a
member of PETCO. Associate Members do not pay an
EPR fee and, as part of the extended PETCO family,
they prescribe to our values. Membership is valid for
a year and must be renewed on an annual basis.

On 31 December 2020,
there were 25 Voting Members of PETCO:

On 31 December 2020,
there were 73 Associate Members:

Alpla Trading SA (Pty) Ltd
Berry Astrapak, including Thermopac
Bizee Corporation t/a ATA Agencies
Bowler Plastics (Pty) Ltd
Coca-Cola Africa (Pty) Ltd
Coca-Cola Beverages South Africa (CCBSA)
Coca-Cola Peninsula Beverages (Pty) Ltd
Little Green Beverages t/a The Beverage Company
Mpact Plastics, including Versapak
Nampak Liquids
New Age Plastics cc
Nioro Plastics cc
*Pepsico
Pick n Pay
Polyoak Packaging Group (Pty) Ltd
Purpleline Plastics (Pty) Ltd
RCL Foods
Safripol, a division of KAP Diversified Industrial (Pty) Ltd
Serioplast South Africa Ltd
Split Line Manufacturers cc
Tsitsikamma Crystal Spring Water (Pty) Ltd
Twizza (Azores Manufacturers)
T3 Plastic Packaging
Volume Injection Products
Woolworths Holdings (Pty) Ltd

Able Wise Trading 47; Absolutely Pure Water (Pty)
Ltd; Angels Resource Centre; aQuelle [Ekhamanzi
Spring t/a aQuelle]; Atang Footwear and Technology
Institutes; *Blackish Life (Pty) Ltd; *Bob Cork Agencies;
Bonke Abantu; Bophelo Recycling; Cannibal Recycling;
Chill Beverages; Circular Green (Pty) Ltd; Clean C;
Crystal Enviro Works; Da Run Fa Chemical Fibre (Pty)
Ltd; Diageo; EcoBrick Exchange; Extrupet (Pty) Ltd;
*Freightplast (Pty) Ltd; Gilija Consulting t/a GC Plastics;
*Go Graphics; Green Audit Into Action (GAIA);
Greenpop; Happy Culture Kombucha; *Hendrina
Recycling; Honeydew Metal Recycling (Merimote
Trading 1078 cc); Montego Trust t/a HL Distributors;
Innocense & Sons Recycling (Pty) Ltd; *Ingenuite;
Kaytech; Krones Southern Africa; Mathendele Mntambo
Foundation (MMF Recycling); Mementoes Trading
1988 (Pty) Ltd; Menwana Enterprise (Pty) Ltd; Mountain
Falls; Mpilenhle Trading Enterprise cc; Mpumalanga
Recycling and Environmental Solutions; Oasis

NEXT
PAGE

Association; Oasis Water (Pty) Ltd; Packaging SA;
*Palletplast; Plastics Professionals (International Interest
Group); Plastics|SA; Polyco NPC; Postwink; *Primo's
Herwinning (Citrusdal e-Centre); Printing SA; Propet
SA; Pura Soda Beverage Company (Pty) Ltd; Regenize;
Recycling Consolidated Holdings (Pty) Ltd t/a Remade
Recycling; Recycling Consolidated Holdings (Pty) Ltd
t/a Mpact Recycling; SANBWA (South African National
Bottled Water Association); Sen Li Da Chemical Fibre
(Pty) Ltd; Sir Fruit; Soapbox SA (Pty) Ltd; Sosha
Manufacturing; *Spearsystem Packaging t/a MCC Label;
Steel Cut Spirits (Pty) Ltd; Sustainable Seas Trust;
Swikoxeni Waste Management; Tacoma Foods; The
Joinery; The Waste Trade Company; Theonista
Products; Timele Greening Project Co-Op; Tsa Ntai
Construction and Projects (Pty) Ltd; T-Shirt Machine;
Uthando Solutions and Trading (Pty) Ltd; *Uzwelo
Bags; *Virobag; Water Institute of Southern Africa;
*Westworld Recycling.

*Indicates new member.
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MEMBER
WORKSHOPS

PETCO hosts member workshops designed to be useful
to members' businesses and of benefit to their
employees. These workshops help to ensure that
members are up to date with the latest waste
management-related information from government and
the private sector. In 2020, owing to Covid-19, PETCO
pivoted from in-person workshops to online webinars
with interactive Q&A sessions. Cumulatively, these
sessions engaged over 700 attendees during 2020.

PETCO hosted the following workshops
and webinars during 2020:

1

Media Round Table
(workshop: Cape Town) – March

4 Circular Economy 2.0
(webinar series) – August
This webinar series highlighted the many efforts
already in place within this space, speculated on
what the next generation of circular economy work
could look like, and posited how different
stakeholders can facilitate the transition.

In partnership with the International Ocean Institute,
PETCO hosted a workshop and expert panel
discussion to present to the media the information
and resources they can access when reporting on
plastics in South Africa.

2

Annual General Meeting
(webinar) – 23 June

5

PETCO's AGM represents the most significant platform
for communicating with key stakeholders. The main
purpose of the AGM is to comply with legal
requirements, such as the presentation and approval
of the audited accounts, election of Directors, and
appointment of auditors for the new accounting term.

3. Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR)
and Changing Legislation
(webinar) – July
With the Section 18 legislation anticipated for
gazetting end 2020, PETCO hosted a members'
webinar to prepare them for what the organisation
believed would be the most likely outcomes and
considerations of the new regulations.

Review of PETCO Activities 2020
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Untangling the Terms: Biodegradability,
Compostability, Organics and Recycling
(webinar series) – September
In partnership with The Moss Group, PETCO created
an interactive platform for experts to share their
knowledge on biodegradable and compostable
material and packaging, organic material and its
intersection with the recycling sector.

6

Mandatory Extended
Producer Responsibility
(webinar series) – October
The aim of this webinar series was to ensure that
PETCO's members were up to date on mandatory
EPR and what it would mean for their businesses.
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We commissioned an update to the annual research independently conducted in
partnership with Reputation Matters into the reputation of PETCO as perceived by
members, as well as their satisfaction levels.
Some of the key findings include:

STRATEGIC INTENT

HUMAN
CAPITAL

CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT

We scored well; our projects are perceived to:
Members felt that PETCO employees:
• demonstrate skill in performing their work professionally.
• display competence in managing PETCO's projects.

• have a valuable impact
on society.
• make a positive contribution
to a clean environment.

INTERNAL
DIALOGUE

Members believe that PETCO
is living up to its intent of:
• reducing the environmental impacts of
post-consumer PET.
• increasing the recycling rate of PET plastic.
• ensuring that there is ongoing monetary
value for post-consumer PET.
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OVERALL REPUTATION
Very good
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Members felt that:
• the employee morale is high.
• the team is working in unison.
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Against difficult odds,
PETCO has sustained
and supported the
collection and recycling
of post-consumer PET
bottles in South Africa.

The global pandemic has tested every link in the PET
recycling value chain but we are not broken, proving
the strength and resilience of the PETCO model.
From 9 800 tonnes in 2005 to 82 469 tonnes in 2020,
we have grown the purchases of post-consumer bottles
for recycling. This corresponds to bottle recovery rates
of 16% and 55% respectively.
From one recycler in 2005 to six in 2020, PETCO has
supported the growth of the recycling industry, resulting
in approximately R1.1 billion worth of infrastructure
investment. This year, the expansion of installed bottleto-bottle recycling capacity has ensured that PET
recycling is poised for further growth.

To expand our reach, and spread the message of
recycling, PETCO has formed successful partnerships
at all levels of South African society – from
government departments to municipalities, schools,
NGOs, international organisations and other Producer
Responsibility Organisations.
As we transition from a voluntary to a
mandatory EPR body, and from a singlematerial to a multi-stream organisation,
PETCO is well positioned to contribute
significantly to the growth of the
circular economy and to a cleaner,
better South Africa for all.

The local beneficiation of post-consumer bottles has
grown and is a valuable driver of local job creation.
Thousands of entrepreneurs have been trained and
hundreds of SMMEs are supported with personal
protective equipment, scales, cages, trailers and baling
machines. PETCO members also rallied to support our
informal collectors with food vouchers during the
national lockdown.
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